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A study on the bearing capacity of shallow foundations on geosynthetic reinforced sand 
This thesis demonstrate a research study aimed at investigating the significance of bearing 
capacity improvement of shallow foundation supported on geocell, geogrid and combination 
of geocell and geogrid reinforced sand. To implement the objective, laboratory model test, 
numerical study using PLAXIS 3D and theoretical study were performed to investigate the 
behavior of reinforced soil foundation. Honeycomb shape HDPE geocell and biaxial geogrid 
were used in laboratory model test. 
For geocell, initially single layer geocell was experimented with different cover thickness 
(geocell placing depth). From the results, suitable cover thickness was found at [depth 
(U)/width (B)] ratio between 0 and 0.5 for a square pad footing. Numerical modeling of the 
geocell has been an immense challenge due to their curved shape. The equivalent composite 
approach (ECA) is widely used to model the geocells. However, the composite method has a 
number of limitations, including the disregard of the effect of shape. The shape has a major 
influence in stress distribution. Hence a realistic model approach is essential to simulate the 
same experimental condition in numerical analysis. In this study, a 3D Auto Cad model was 
imported to PLAXIS 3D and modeled using geogrid structural element. Then the model was 
validated using experimental results where the results satisfied each other. According to the 
numerical analysis, optimum cover thickness for sand was found as 0.1B (width of footing). 
The static load test showed that with the provision of HDPE geocells, bearing capacity of soil 
can be improved by a factor up to 2.5 times of unreinforced soil. Further numerical 
investigations were carried out using double layer geocell for prototype footing to compare the 
bearing capacity improvement with single layer geocell. The results clearly depict that bearing 
capacity is improved by a factor of 2.75 and 3.5 times of unreinforced soil when using single 
layer and double layer geocell respectively. When doubly reinforced geocell was used, footing 
size is reduced by 40% and cost is reduced by 65%. It is apparent that using double reinforced 
geocell will lead to cost effective foundation designs. These ultimate bearing capacity results 
were validated by theoretical approaches. A good matching was found between experimental, 
numerical and theoretical approach. 
For geogrid, laboratory model test and numerical modelling were performed to find the 
correlation between number of geogrid and bearing capacity, using optimum cover thickness 
and spacing. The experimental results show that both surface heaving and settlement are 
reduced with number of geogrid mattress. Moreover it was also observed that bearing capacity 
of reinforced soil increases with increasing number of reinforcement layers (at same vertical 
spacing). However, the significance of an additional reinforcement layer decreases with the 
increase in number of layers, and bearing capacity is improved by a factor of 2.86 times of 
unreinforced soil when four layer geogrid was used. Further validations were performed using 
(FHWA/LA.08/424) technical report.  
Finally, a combination of geocell and geogrid was used as reinforcement. Two different cases 
were investigated, namely ‘geocell+geogrid’ combination and ‘geogrid+geocell’ combination. 
Optimum bearing capacity was obtained when geogrid was placed at the base and on the top 




unreinforced soil respectively. It shows that a layer of planar geogrid placed at the base of the 
geocell mattress improves the bearing capacity significantly compared with provision of 
geogrid above the geocell layer.  
Based on the overall study, key recommendations are made, which can be made for the 
improvements of reinforced soil foundation design. The results stated in this study will be 
useful in construction of building and pavements on the weak soils to significantly improve the 
bearing capacity of shallow foundation. 
Key words: Bearing capacity, shallow foundation, geosynthetic, honeycomb shape geocell, 
PLAXIS 3D, feasibility study
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